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Abstract: The 1995 model of Bonabeau et al. explains the emergence of
social hierarchies through randomness, but gives as many leaders as followers.
A simple modification allows a more realistic asymmetry with much less
leaders.
Ref. [1] introduced an explanation, henceforth called the Bonabeau model,
to explain the emergence of social hierarchies through randomness: If two
people compete for the same living space, randomly one of them wins and
one of them loses. The more victories (losses) a person had in the recent past,
the higher (lower) is the probability to win the duel. With suitable modifica-
tions [2, 3] an equilibrium phase transition was found at a concentration near
0.32 between egalitarian society at low population density and hierarchical
society at high population density. Schweitzer [4] has criticized that in this
model there are as many leaders as there are followers, in contrast to reality.
This symmetry is avoided in the present modification.
In the previous version of the Bonabeau model [3], people diffuse ran-
domly on a big square lattice, on which they have a constant density 0 <
p < 1. If one agent i wants to move onto a site already occupied by another
agent k, then a fight takes place. It is won with probability q (see below)
by agent i, and with probability 1 − q by agent k. If k wins, both stay at
their place; if k wins the two people exchange their positions. The standard
deviation σ of the probabilities is the order parameter:
σ2 = < q2 > − < q >2 . (1)
Each agent i keeps in mind a history h(i) which is increased by one for every
victory and decreased by one for every loss; moreover, the current value of
h is diminished by ten percent after every time step. One time step means
that on average every agent is selected randomly once to move and possibly
1
fight. Initially σ and all h are zero. The above probability q for i to win
against k is
q = 1/(1 + exp(σ[h(k)− h(i)]) . (2)
Thus a global feedback exist through the order parameter σ entering Eq. (2).
This model is by definition completely symmetric with respect to victories
and losses. We measure the power of each agent on a scale from –20 to +20
through the ratio 20h/H where H is the maximal value of |h(i)| at that
moment in the whole population. Thus we have on average as many people
of power –10 as with power +10. This unrealistic feature is now avoided
by decreasing h after a loss by an amount F > 1 while increasing it after
a victory only by 1. This factor F thus gives more weight to a loss than
to a victory, just as in some football tournaments a loss means the end of
participation, while a victory only allows to proceed to the next round.
This asymmetry decreases the phase transition in the concentration p
from 0.32 for the old case F = 1 to 0.134 at F = 2 and 0.006 at F = 4,
Fig.1. And it produces an asymmetry visible in Fig.2 which already for
a factor F = 2 gives six times less people with positive power than with
negative power. The few people with strongly negative power might be jail
inmates. We made 200 or 500 iterations to get equilibrium. Note that the
power distribution hardly notices the phase transition, as seen by comparing
+ with x in Fig. 2. Fig.3 shows that also on the simple cubic lattice a phase
transition exists; the power distribution then also looks similar to Fig.2 (not
shown).
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Figure 1: Order parameter σ versus population density p for factor 2 (part
a) and factor 4 (part b).
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Figure 2: Histogram of people having a certain power, as measured by 20h/H .
The asymmetry factor is 2 for p = 0.13 below the transition (+) and for
p = 0.14 above the transition (x), while it is 4 for p = 0.006 near the
transition (stars).
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Figure 3: As Fig.1a but in three dimensions.
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